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Abstract 46 

 47 

This review focuses on membrane-based methods of virus concentration from aqueous 48 

media.  The discussion is centered on two most commonly used sample concentration 49 

techniques: virus adsorption and elution (VIRADEL) and crossflow ultrafiltration (CFUF). 50 

We summarize all published VIRADEL and CFUF studies on the concentration of two 51 

human viral pathogens that are difficult to recover and quantify: noroviruses (17 reports 52 

total) and adenoviruses (15 reports total). We also include in the discussion all studies 53 

published since 2001 on the concentration of MS2, a bacteriophage commonly used in 54 

fate and transport studies as a surrogate of human viruses.  The reported recoveries 55 

are analyzed in the context of key concentration process parameters including virus and 56 

membrane properties, initial virus content in the sample, details of the filtration protocol, 57 

as well as composition of the water and the eluent used to collect viruses adsorbed on 58 

the membrane surface.  We conclude by identifying knowledge gaps and outlining a 59 

possible research agenda for improving the science and practice of virus separation for 60 

detection.  61 
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1. Introduction 62 

 63 

1.1 The need for timely detection of viral pathogens in water 64 

 65 

Waterborne diseases are infections transmitted through contact with contaminated 66 

waters.  The main etiological agents of waterborne disease outbreaks are viruses, 67 

bacteria, protozoa, fungi and helminths 1.  The reservoirs of concern are recreational 68 

waters as well as surface and ground waters used as sources of drinking water.  69 

Developments in environmental regulation and progress in drinking water treatment 70 

technologies since the beginning of the 20th century led to a decrease in the occurrence 71 

of waterborne disease outbreaks resulting from exposure to contaminated drinking 72 

water 2.  As a result, such outbreaks have become relatively uncommon in the U.S. and 73 

other developed countries 3.  An average of 30 disease outbreaks associated with 74 

drinking water were reported every year to the Center for Disease Control during the 75 

2001-2012 period in the U.S. 4-9.  Actual outbreak occurrence might have been higher 76 

as it has been suggested that only 10% to 50% of outbreaks are actually reported 2.   77 

Within this time span, the number of affected persons per year varied from the minimum 78 

of 431 (2011-2012) to the maximum of 4,128 (2007-2008) while the number of resulting 79 

deaths per year varied from 3 (2011-2012) to 14 (2007-2008) 4-9.  It is estimated that 80 

since 2001 from 6% to 16% of the outbreaks, for which the etiological agent was 81 

identified, have been caused by viruses 4-9. In addition to underreporting, viruses are 82 

also typically more difficult to detect as an etiologic agent.  The difficulty is caused by a 83 

combination of factors including the typically very low concentrations of viruses in water 84 
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10; an overlap in clinical symptoms leading to possible misinterpretation of viral etiology 85 

for that of bacterial or protozoan origin 11; and complexity of working with noroviruses, a 86 

leading  documented cause of water-borne disease of viral origin 12, 13. 87 

 88 

Rapid detection of waterborne pathogens with high sensitivity and reproducibility is 89 

essential.  Although modern water treatment technologies are efficient at removing 90 

pathogens, complete removal cannot be guaranteed 14 and the consequences of even 91 

one incident can be dramatic.  Since 1940s and 1950s when first studies demonstrated 92 

that waterborne diseases can be of viral etiology 15, multiple events have highlighted the 93 

risks that such outbreaks entail.  More recently, contaminated water supply system led 94 

to the 1991 outbreak of hepatitis E virus in Kanpur, India which affected approximately 95 

79,091 persons 16, The 1999 outbreak of aseptic meningitis associated with multiple 96 

enterovirus subtypes in Romania affected approximately 6,000 persons 17.  During 97 

2008–2014, a total of 133 cruise ship acute gastroenteritis outbreaks were reported in 98 

US and among outbreaks in which specimens available for testing, 97% were caused 99 

by norovirus 18. As of May 2017, the latest norovirus outbreak on a cruise ship occurred 100 

in March 2017, in which 157 passengers (out of 2,016 total) and 25 crew members (out 101 

of 881 total) reported being ill 19. The 2004 multiple pathogens outbreak associated with 102 

groundwater along the shoreline of South Bass Island off the coast of Lake Erie, Ohio, 103 

led to approximately 1,450 reported cases of gastroenteritis 20, 21.  A study published a 104 

year before the South Bass Island outbreak showed that infective viruses were present 105 

in 5% of groundwater samples taken in 35 different states 22.  As the susceptibility to 106 
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infections among the general population increases 3, future outbreaks can be expected 107 

to have only more devastating effects. 108 

 109 

1.2 The challenge of virus detection in complex water matrices 110 

 111 

Contrary to the trend observed for drinking water, occurrence of waterborne disease 112 

outbreaks caused by the exposure to contaminated recreational water in the U.S. is on 113 

the rise from an average of 68 outbreaks resulting in about 3,215 illnesses per year for 114 

the 2001-2006 period to an average of 101 outbreaks resulting in about 5,693 illnesses 115 

per year for the 2007-2012 period 23-28.  Virus-associated outbreaks accounted for 1% to 116 

10% of these incidents, with norovirus being the most prevalent viral etiological agent 117 

identified 23-28. A recent review of published literature on waterborne disease outbreaks 118 

associated with recreational water also identified norovirus to be the largest cause of 119 

viral outbreaks followed by adenoviruses and echoviruses 29.  In swimming pools, where 120 

almost half (48%) of outbreaks occurred, 68% of those outbreaks were associated with 121 

inadequate disinfection.  In lakes and ponds, the second largest affected recreational 122 

type of water, water quality surveillance is the most effective means of preventing 123 

outbreaks 29. 124 

 125 

With direct and indirect water reuse gaining broader acceptance 30, 31, the potential for 126 

drinking water contamination increases and so does the need for monitoring the 127 

microbiological quality of water treated for reuse.  The complex compositions of 128 

recreational water and treated wastewater complicate the detection of pathogens in 129 
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such matrices.  Various dissolved and suspended species in water get concentrated 130 

along with target pathogens, foul the filters, slow down the concentration process, and 131 

interfere with assays performed on the concentrates. 132 

 133 

1.3 Sample concentration as a key step in the detection process 134 

 135 

Reliable virus preconcentration and recovery from water remains one of the most 136 

significant challenges in virus detection 32.  Typical virus concentrations are 101 to 104 137 

particles/L in surface water 33, 34 and 105 or more particles/L in primary and secondary 138 

treated sewage effluent 35; in drinking water, virus concentrations <1 particle per 100 L 139 

represent a significant risk of illness 36.  Thus, to reliably detect viruses in treated 140 

waters, large volumes (10 to 1,000 L) of source water must be concentrated to volumes 141 

amenable to rapid assays 37, 38.  Although fast concentration of all viruses in a sample is 142 

ideal, engineering challenges such as membrane fouling and irreversible adsorption of 143 

viruses to components of the filtration unit increase time required for concentration and 144 

limit recovery.  The variability and complexity of water may result in virus recoveries that 145 

are unacceptably low, poorly reproducible or both.  These problems often prohibit 146 

definitive association of waterborne viruses with specific disease outbreaks. 147 

 148 

Primary concentration techniques employed currently include VIRADEL (VIRus 149 

ADsorption-ELution), which is the EPA-approved method of virus concentration (Tables 150 

S1, S3, and S5; see Electronic Supplementary Information (ESI)), crossflow 151 

ultrafiltration (CFUF; Tables S2, S4, and S6), ultracentrifugation 39, 40, centrifugal 152 
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ultrafiltration 41, membrane-based electro-separation 42, microfluidic evaporation 43 and 153 

flocculation/re-dissolution/ultrafiltration 44.  Only the first two methods are practical for 154 

concentrating large volume environmental samples and it is one of these two methods 155 

that is usually used for primary concentration.  At the secondary concentration step the 156 

sample volume is reduced further to enable analyses such as quantitative polymerase 157 

chain reaction (qPCR).  The primary concentration step is the bottleneck because of 158 

both its longer duration and the typically larger loss (i.e. lower recovery) of target 159 

pathogens. 160 

 161 

Both VIRADEL and CFUF techniques perform well only with a limited range of viruses.  162 

The most difficult challenge that VIRADEL and UF-based methods share is poor 163 

reproducibility of elution 45, which is subject to multiple interferences 46-55.  Changes in 164 

pH 46, 47, concentration 54-56 and type 55, 56 of salts present in the sample, as well as the 165 

composition and loading of dissolved organics 46-48, 51, 52 lead to significant variations in 166 

virus recovery. 167 

 168 

1.4 The scope and structure of this review 169 

 170 

The scope of the paper includes VIRADEL and CFUF as the two main membrane-171 

based methods of sample concentration for virus recovery.  The review builds on and 172 

complements the recent reviews by Ikner et al. 57, Cashdollar and Wymer 15 and Gibson 173 

and Borchardt 58 by focusing on how various parameters of the concentration process 174 

affect virus recovery.  The discussion distinguishes the primary and the secondary 175 
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concentration stages and centers on the former as the bottleneck in the overall sample 176 

concentration sequence.  Virus recoveries reported in the literature are analyzed in the 177 

context of concentration process parameters with a special attention to the 178 

reproducibility of the recovery data.  We summarize, in a tabulated format, all published 179 

VIRADEL and CFUF studies on the concentration of noroviruses (13 VIRADEL studies 180 

with 77 different concentration conditions and 4 CFUF studies with 8 different 181 

concentration conditions) and adenoviruses (10 VIRADEL studies with 42 different 182 

concentration conditions and 5 CFUF studies with 15 different concentration conditions), 183 

both important human pathogens with relatively low recoveries 15. In support of the 184 

discussion, we also summarize all recent (published since 2001) VIRADEL and CFUF 185 

studies on the concentration of MS2 (6 VIRADEL studies with 35 different concentration 186 

conditions and 11 CFUF studies with 47 different concentration conditions), perhaps the 187 

most studied bacteriophage and a human virus surrogate commonly used in virus fate 188 

and transport studies. 189 

 190 

The structure of this paper is as follows.  The following section (Section 2) describes the 191 

VIRADEL and CFUF as applied to virus concentration from large water samples.  192 

Principles underpinning the two processes as well as their advantages and limitations 193 

are discussed in detail. Section 3 outlines the various parameters affecting the 194 

performance of VIRADEL and CFUF.  Here we describe main physicochemical 195 

interactions that determine the efficiency of virus recovery and propose possible 196 

approaches to improving the sample concentration process.  Section 4 identifies 197 
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knowledge gaps and outlines a possible research agenda for improving the science and 198 

practice of virus separation for detection. 199 

 200 

2. Currently practiced methods of primary concentration: Principles, 201 

advantages, limitations. 202 

 203 

2.1. VIRus ADsorption and ELution 204 

 205 

The VIRADEL method includes two steps: (1) adsorption of viruses by passing the 206 

sample (up to 1,000 L for drinking water) through a microfilter, which can be either 207 

electropositive 59-68 or electronegative 56, 60, 64, 67, 69, 70; and (2) elution of viruses from the 208 

filter using a pH adjusted (usually basic) solution, the eluent. While the intended 209 

mechanism for virus removal at the first stage of the VIRADEL process is adsorption, 210 

straining by smaller pores of the microfilter can contribute to the overall removal. We 211 

also note that although the terms “electropositive” and “electronegative” have been 212 

broadly used to describe the charge on the filters used to concentrate viruses, the 213 

usage is unfortunate for two reasons. First, the charge is generally pH dependent. 214 

Second, the term electronegativity has an established and distinctly different meaning 215 

(the ability of an atom to attract electrons) in the chemistry literature.  216 

 217 

In 1960, Metcalf used a membrane filter to perform a VIRADEL-like separation to 218 

concentrate influenza virus from bacterial mixtures.  In these tests, instead of eluting 219 
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viruses from the membrane, the membrane was crushed to pulp and resuspended for 220 

virus detection by hemagglutination tests and infectivity titrations 71; the author noted 221 

that “on several occasions, …, essentially comparable recoveries could be achieved 222 

simply by washing the membrane surface.”  The first application of the VIRADEL dates 223 

back to 1967 when Wallis and Melnick concentrated poliovirus from saline-diluted crude 224 

harvest using an electronegative filter and a variety of eluents 72. 225 

 226 

Commonly used electronegative filters include MF-Millipore™ Membrane Filters made 227 

of a mixture of cellulose nitrate and cellulose acetate 55, 61, 67, 73-76 and Filterite filters 228 

made of glass fiber bound by an epoxy resin 54, 60, 77, 78.  Due to the negative charge of 229 

most viruses at pH values typical for environmental water samples, the use of 230 

electronegative filters requires sample preconditioning either by acidification of the 231 

sample or by addition of multivalent cation salts to facilitate virus adsorption to the filter 232 

56, 64 (see section 3.2).  Sample preconditioning is often time-consuming and can limit 233 

the sample volume, especially if field-collected samples need to be sent to a remote 234 

laboratory.  It may also be difficult to determine the dosage of acid and salts needed to 235 

pre-condition a complex environmental sample.  Furthermore, sample acidification 236 

might affect virus integrity and infectivity 61, 79, 80 and confound accurate assessment of 237 

microbiological quality of the water. 238 

 239 

A significant advantage of electropositive filters is that sample preconditioning can be 240 

avoided. Zeta Plus 1MDS microfilter (formerly marketed as Zeta Plus Virosorb 1MDS) 241 

made of charge-modified glass and cellulose was the only electropositive filter that the 242 
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U.S. EPA originally recommended for the VIRADEL process 81.  Because of the filter’s 243 

high cost ($200 to $300 15) and vulnerability with respect to fouling by colloids, several 244 

research groups have evaluated other electropositive filters as alternatives 59-62, 68, 82.  245 

NanoCeram (a thermally bonded blend of microglass fibers and cellulose infused with 246 

nanoalumina fibers in a non-woven matrix) is another positively charged filter used in 247 

virus concentration 68, 74, 83-85; relatively inexpensive ($40 15), NanoCeram was found to 248 

be as efficient as Virosorb 68. In 2010, U.S. EPA added NanoCeram to the list of 249 

recommended VIRADEL filters while pointing out that the NanoCeram is more 250 

susceptible to clogging than the 1MDS 86.  Other electropositive filters used in the  251 

VIRADEL process include Zeta Plus S series depth filters (surface-modified cellulose 252 

and filter aid mixtures) 60, 77, 87, lifeASSURE 045SP filter (Nylon 6,6 based; formerly 253 

marketed as Zetapor 045SP) 88, MK filter (molded waste fibers coated with melamine 254 

resin) 62, oiled sodocalcic glass wool filter 85, 89 and electronegative filters pretreated by 255 

a solution of multivalent cations 67, 76, 90 or a cationic polymer 61.  Zeta Plus 50S filter 256 

appeared to be as efficient as Virosorb in recovering viruses from various types of water 257 

60; Rose et al. obtained higher recoveries from primary effluent with Zeta Plus 50 S than 258 

with 1MDS and Zeta Plus 30 S, but saw no significant differences among these filters in 259 

virus recovery from a secondary effluent. MK filter was found to give recoveries that 260 

were both lower and more variable 62.  Diatomaceous earth filters treated with a cationic 261 

polymer (e.g. Nalco 7111) showed improved coliphage recovery from trickling filter 262 

effluent samples 61 when compared with Virosorb filters; however, unless a drop-by-263 

drop elution (see section 3.5.1) was performed the coliphage recovery from sewage 264 

was still below 50% (data not available for tap water samples). 265 
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 266 

Tables S1 and S3 summarize recoveries reported for norovirus and adenovirus along 267 

with the experimental conditions used in the concentration tests.  VIRADEL recoveries 268 

of MS2, the microorganism most commonly employed in virus concentration studies, 269 

are provided in Table S5.  The data clearly indicate that virus recovery by VIRADEL can 270 

be low and poorly reproducible 91.  Recoveries reported for adenovirus (e. g. 0.02% 271 

from a mixture of DI and tap water 66) and certain other viruses such as astrovirus (0.5% 272 

from tap water 55) are especially low.  Borrego et al. observed that less than 35% of the 273 

indigenous E. coli phages present in tap water spiked with sewage were adsorbed on 274 

the Virosorb 1-MDS filter and less than 12% of those were recovered by elution 61 275 

yielding the overall recovery of ≲ 4 %.  Concentrating human adenovirus 41 by a 276 

NanoCeram filter, Gibbons et al. reported high retention (> 99%) by the filter but very 277 

low efficiency of elution (< 3%) with 3% beef extract solution used as the eluent 83.  Low 278 

elution recoveries were also observed by Abdelzaher et al. who showed 35% recovery 279 

of the coliphage spiked in seawater and adsorbed on a negatively charged cellulose 280 

membrane 79.  Although no study has definitively identified mechanisms behind the low 281 

elution efficiency of certain viruses by VIRADEL, it was hypothesized that virion capsid 282 

structure may play a role in virus entrapment by a filter matrix resulting in hindered 283 

elution 83, 84, 92. 284 

 285 

2.2 Crossflow ultrafiltration 286 

 287 
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CFUF (also known as tangential ultrafiltration) has emerged as a promising alternative 288 

to VIRADEL 66, 93-99.  During CFUF, viruses are maintained in the recirculated retentate 289 

by an ultrafilter with a nominal pore size significantly smaller than the virus. In 1933, 290 

Clark et al. used a cotton membrane to concentrate poliomyelitis virus suspension from  291 

the growth medium by a factor of up to 165 100.  It appears that the first tests on 292 

concentrating water samples spiked with viruses were performed almost 40 years later.  293 

In 1971, Sweet et al. used an osmotic ultrafiltration system to concentrate poliovirus 294 

with an asymmetric cellulose acetate membrane and either MgSO4 or sucrose providing 295 

osmotic driving force 101.  Then Morrow employed pressure-driven CFUF to concentrate 296 

the inactivated virus of foot-and-mouth disease; the method was proposed for possible 297 

applications in “vaccine production as a preliminary step in purification” 102.  In 1974, 298 

Belfort et al. employed cellulose acetate hollow fiber as an ultrafilter to concentrate 299 

poliovirus from water also using applied transmembrane pressure as the driving force 93.   300 

 301 

CFUF has several advantages over VIRADEL. First, low molecular weight solutes, 302 

which can potentially inhibit the downstream detection by molecular methods and cell 303 

culture infectivity assays, pass through the membrane and are not concentrated 304 

together with pathogens 45.  Second, crossflow minimizes membrane fouling and virus 305 

deposition onto the membrane, and thus could increase virus recovery.  Third, CFUF 306 

can simultaneously concentrate multiple pathogen types 103-109.  Fourth, the potential for 307 

virus inactivation due to pH changes in VIRADEL (e.g. pre-acidification of the sample 308 

and elution with high or low pH) is minimized.  While some viruses are acid-tolerant and 309 

some are base-tolerant, many can be inactivated when exposed to low pH 110-112 or high 310 
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pH 111, 113, 114. Even for the same virus, different serotypes could have different response 311 

to low or high pH 115. The loss of infectivity is caused by an irreversible change in the 312 

virus capsid; mechanisms hypothesized to be responsible for such changes include 313 

proteolytic cleavage 115, dissociation of capsid 111 and a decrease in its stability 110. 314 

 315 

Including secondary concentration in their analysis, Hill et al. showed that CFUF gave 316 

significantly higher and more reproducible (58% ± 8% vs 33 ± 18%) total recoveries of 317 

echovirus 1 than VIRADEL 99.  Yet, virus deposition onto membranes was still observed 318 

in CFUF 95, 103, 106, 116.  To further recover the viruses adsorbed on the filters, elution may 319 

be performed after filtration using the approach similar to that of VIRADEL 66, 103-106, 116-320 

121.  The molecular weight cutoff (MWCO) of membranes used to concentrate viruses by 321 

CFUF is typically in the 10 kDa to 100 kDa range ensuring virus retention of 2 log or 322 

higher.  The membranes are made of polysulfone 104-107, polyethersulfone 116, 117, 121-123, 323 

polyacrylonitrile 103, or cellulose triacetate 124, all of which are polymers commonly used 324 

to make porous membranes.  In practice, hollow fiber membranes assembled in large 325 

modules have been the most commonly used configuration 93, 94, 99, 103, 106, 125, 126.  These 326 

modules have the advantage of a high membrane packing density allowing for a fast 327 

filtration of large volumes of water.  Such filtration systems are suitable for field 328 

applications and can be reused to make sample concentration more cost-effective. 329 

 330 

3. Parameters influencing the performance of membrane-based 331 

methods of virus concentration 332 
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 333 

As discussed in section 2, VIRADEL is a two-stage process that necessarily includes 334 

filtration and elution steps.  While essential in VIRADEL, elution is optional in CFUF and 335 

can be employed if preelution recovery by CFUF is insufficiently high.  In a number of 336 

studies on CFUF-based sample concentration elution was not performed 95, 107, 123, 127.  337 

During the elution step, both VIRADEL and CFUF aim at disrupting virus-membrane 338 

interactions to recover attached viruses.  During the filtration step, however, the two 339 

methods rely on opposite strategies: VIRADEL is designed to maximize virus adsorption 340 

onto the filter while CFUF employs anti-adhesive membranes to concentrate viruses in 341 

the recirculating retentate stream.  Thus, conditions that increase virus recovery by 342 

VIRADEL may have an opposite effect during CFUF. In this section, the effects of 343 

various parameters on the virus recovery are discussed by contrasting their impact on 344 

VIRADEL and CFUF. We overview published data and, when possible, suggest reasons 345 

for study-to-study discrepancies and possible hypotheses that might be helpful to test. 346 

 347 

3.1 Virus properties 348 

 349 

Virus-surface interactions depend on physicochemical properties of viruses, including 350 

size, surface charge, isoelectric point (pI), surface energy and morphology.  Because 351 

VIRADEL and CFUF rely on different principles for virus recovery, the same virus 352 

property may have an opposite effect on the recovery by these two methods.  353 

Analogously, one filter may yield different recoveries for different viruses.  354 
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 355 

In VIRADEL, strongly charged viruses should adsorb to the oppositely charged filter 356 

during the filtration step but may be difficult to “strip off” the filter during elution; 357 

Polaczyk et al. illustrated this with MS2 (pI = 3.9) and ΦX174 (pI = 6.6) bacteriophages 358 

in experiments conducted with 1MDS filter at pH ranging from 6.5 to 7 where MS2 359 

carries a more negative surface charge 128.  When using an electronegative filter, 360 

adjusting pH to render viruses positively charged will also lower the negative charge on 361 

the filter and possibly reverse the filter’s charge to positive.  The window of pH values 362 

where the virus and the filter have electrical charges of opposite signs depends on pI 363 

values of the virus and the filter and can be quite narrow.  The closer the pI values are, 364 

the narrower this pH range is. 365 

 366 

CFUF employs membranes that resist virus adhesion.  In the case of non-enveloped 367 

viruses, for instance, membranes that exhibit low protein binding should show lower 368 

adhesion of viruses. Generally, membranes that present a highly hydrophilic surface are 369 

more fouling resistant and, therefore, preferable for CFUF 129-131.  At pH values typical 370 

for environmental samples most viruses are negatively charged and by choosing an 371 

electronegative membrane one can rely on electrostatic repulsion to reduce virus loss to 372 

the membrane.  However, more apolar viruses could still be adsorbed onto membranes 373 

due to hydrophobic attraction hence the need for a hydrophilic membrane surface.  374 

Hydrophobicity can be operationally defined in terms of the water contact angle on a 375 

virus lawn 116, 121, 132 or virus partitioning coefficient in hydrophobic interaction 376 
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chromatography 133; these relatively simple metrics give an aggregate assessment of 377 

virus hydrophobicity, but the insight they provide is limited. Some of the contradictions 378 

reported in the literature can be due to the simplistic interpretation of, and lack of 379 

quantitative data on virus hydrophobicity. Determining individual surface energy 380 

components 116, 121, 132 for both viruses and membranes may help understand why 381 

surfaces of similar water contact angle and charge show different adsorption behavior.   382 

 383 

Virus morphology is another factor that can affect recovery by both VIRADEL and 384 

CFUF.  For example, fibers associated with each penton base of the adenovirus capsid 385 

could facilitate virion entrapment in the filter matrix making adenovirus difficult to elute 386 

83, 84, 92.  Indeed, low elution efficiencies of adenoviruses were observed in several 387 

VIRADEL studies though virus retention by filters was high 83, 84. Fiber or spike 388 

structures on the capsid surface can also sterically hinder virus adsorption to a 389 

membrane surface 134, 135.  However, in the presence of macroscopic repulsion between 390 

the virus and the membrane, the protrusions on the capsid may extend beyond the 391 

Debye layer leading to microscopic attraction 121.  An important question that needs to 392 

be answered is whether aggregate measures of the charge and surface energy of a 393 

virus (i.e. its zeta potential and hydrophobicity) can adequately describe virus adhesion.  394 

A general hypothesis that could be tested is that the local distribution of these properties 395 

along the virus surface affects virus adhesion. 396 

 397 

3.2 Membrane properties 398 
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 399 

Due to the negative net charge of most viruses at the pH typical for tap and natural 400 

water samples (pH 6 to 8), electropositive filters are favored and have been extensively 401 

used in VIRADEL-type concentrations.  With electronegative filters, either in-situ charge 402 

modification of filters or preconditioning of samples is possible with the former often 403 

being a more practicable approach, especially for large volume samples.  Modifying 404 

negatively charged surfaces with positively charged amines 136 or multivalent cations (e. 405 

g. Mg2+ 90, Fe3+ 90, Al3+
 
67, 70, 90) enhances virus adsorption at pH above its pI.  The 406 

specific type of the VIRADEL filter may also affect recovery. In experiments on 407 

norovirus concentration by electropositive NanoCeram and 1MDS filters (exp. 18-21, 408 

Table S1) 68, higher recoveries were obtained with NanoCeram for both tap water (3.6% 409 

± 0.6% vs 1.2% ± 1.4%) and river water (12.2% ± 16.3% vs 0.4% ± 1.8%). 410 

 411 

In the case of CFUF, covering or “blocking” the membrane surface with a layer of 412 

protein (e.g. using solutions of beef extract 95, 137, calf serum 105, 116 or bovine serum 413 

albumin 137), glycine 95 or sodium polyphosphate 104, 106 minimizes virus adhesion.  The 414 

concept was first proposed in 1965 by Cliver who pretreated microfiltration membranes 415 

with serum and gelatin solution to minimize adsorption of two enteroviruses (poliovirus 416 

type 1 and Coxsackievirus B-2) to membrane surface 138.  The method was later used 417 

for poliovirus recovery by CFUF in a study by Berman et al. where the membrane was 418 

pre-treated with either 1% glycine or 3% flocculated beef extract 95. The term “blocking” 419 

refers to the blockage of potential virus adsorption sites on the membrane surface and 420 
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not to the membrane pore blockage.  Pore blockage is undesirable as it leads to a 421 

decline in permeate flux and prolongs sample concentration.  Ideally, the pore size of 422 

the membrane should be small enough to ensure no virus loss to the membrane pore 423 

space or the permeate and yet sufficiently large so that the blockage of adsorption sites 424 

by the blocking agent does not lead to a significant loss in permeate flux.  Molecular 425 

blocking agents such as sodium polyphosphate (NaPP) (e. g. 600 Da 104, 106) and 426 

glycine (75 Da) with molecular weights smaller than the MWCO of the membranes 427 

present an attractive choice: such molecules adsorb onto walls of ultrafiltration 428 

membrane pores but do not plug them. 429 

 430 

The most common choices of blocking agents have been solutions of calf serum, bovine 431 

serum albumin and beef extract.  Membrane pretreatment with 3% beef extract helped 432 

increase murine norovirus recovery by a polysulfone ultrafilter more than ten-fold (exp. 433 

2-5, Table S2) 107 and MS2 bacteriophage recovery almost two-fold (see ESI; exp. 23 434 

and 24, Table S6) 107. Only two papers, to our knowledge, reported that blocking a 435 

membrane with proteins had no effect on (see ESI; exp. 31-36, Table S6) 118 or 436 

decreased 126 virus recovery.  A possible reason for the discrepancy is that blocking 437 

agents are selected without regard to type of surface they modify. A useful hypothesis 438 

to explore is that the blocking efficiency is governed by membrane-blocking agent 439 

interaction; the more energetically preferable such interaction is in comparison to the 440 

interaction between blocking molecules, the better “blockage” is likely to be. 441 

 442 
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Protein-blocked membrane may not be practical for field sampling because of a 443 

possible contamination of the membrane by bacteria during storage and transport 104, 444 

106.  Furthermore, because blocking is time-consuming (usually done overnight), the 445 

process is not optimal for rapid detection.  Hill et al. showed that 15-min blocking of an 446 

UF membrane (MWCO 15 to 20 kDa) with NaPP solution resulted in the microbial 447 

recovery similar to that obtained in the control experiments with calf serum as the 448 

blocking agent (see ESI; exp. 6-14, Table S6) 104.  While membrane blocking has been 449 

assumed to minimize virus adsorption to the membrane, all evidence for such an effect 450 

appears to be indirect and based on the observed higher values of virus recovery by 451 

blocked filters.  For example, it was suggested that NaPP increases electrostatic 452 

repulsion between the membrane and microorganisms 104 but surface charge data were 453 

not provided to support the statement. We suggest testing the hypothesis that the 454 

mechanism responsible for blocking is a combination of electrostatic and acid-base 455 

repulsive interactions between the virus and the blocked membrane. 456 

 457 

Layer-by-layer coating by polyelectrolytes has been proposed as an alternative to the 458 

blocking process 116, 121.  Coating a membrane by a polyelectrolyte multilayer (PEM) film 459 

can produce surfaces with a broad range of properties, where variability is achieved by 460 

choosing various polyelectrolyte combinations and deposition condition (pH and ionic 461 

strength of deposition solutions, number of polyelectrolyte layers).  This is in contrast to 462 

blocking by proteins, which can be viewed as intentional, but poorly controlled, fouling of 463 

the filter. Membranes coated with PEMs were shown to yield higher recoveries of 464 

bacteriophage P22 116 and human adenovirus 40 121 from DI water compared with the 465 
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traditional blocking by beef extract (control). An analysis of virus-membrane interaction 466 

energy pointed to the membrane’s higher negative charge and hydrophilicity as the 467 

reasons for higher recovery by PEM-coated membranes. 468 

 469 

3.3 Design of the filtration process: Hydrodynamic conditions 470 

 471 

Sample concentration is one of the most time-consuming steps in the overall detection 472 

process. Concentration times depend on many factors such as, for example, feed water 473 

turbidity and NOM content, both of which contribute to membrane fouling and, therefore, 474 

affect the rate of concentration. For example, concentrating 100 L of tap water to 400 475 

mL by CFUF using a hollow fiber cartridge takes 2 h, and further volume reduction to a 476 

few mL for qPCR analysis requires another 1 to 3 h 106.  Because virus concentrations 477 

of less than one genomic copy per 100 L of water represents a significant risk of illness 478 

36, virus monitoring in drinking water often requires testing up to 1,000 L 64.  One 479 

approach to minimizing virus adsorption in CFUF is to increase the crossflow rate.  480 

However the shear stress on the virus can potentially disrupt its infectivity.  Indeed, a 481 

decrease in infective virus titer in the retentate of a crossflow filtration unit has been 482 

reported 126, 139-141 although in at least one study such a trend was not observed 142.  In 483 

two studies, virus aggregation was initially considered but eventually ruled out as the 484 

reason for the observed loss of infectivity 140, 141.  Belfort et al. noticed no significant 485 

difference in poliovirus recovery by filtration through a non-blocked cellulose acetate 486 

membrane when tripling the crossflow rate; this observation, however, was based on 487 

only one filtration test performed at the low crossflow rate 93.  Polaczyk et al. observed 488 
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no statistical difference in recoveries of MS2 and echovirus 1 when operating a 489 

membrane pretreated with NaPP at two different permeate flow rates 106 although the 490 

ratio of corresponding fluxes, 𝐽𝑥 𝐽𝑝⁄ , remained within a narrow range from 5,800 to 491 

6,500.  Pasco et al. 116 evaluated a large range of operational conditions by varying 492 

𝐽𝑥 𝐽𝑝⁄  from 2,000 to 12,000 to concentrate P22 bacteriophage; pre-elution recovery with 493 

PEM-coated membranes significantly improved from 32% to 85% with an increase in 494 

𝐽𝑥 𝐽𝑝⁄  while no statistically significant change in recovery over the same range of 495 

hydrodynamic conditions was observed with membranes blocked by calf serum.  496 

Rhodes et al. concentrated MS2 and poliovirus from tap water with hollow fiber 497 

ultrafilters 127 and observed increased recoveries at lower permeate fluxes: an increase 498 

from 64.7% ± 4.9% to 98.7% ± 5.3% for MS2 and an increase from 62.9% ± 4.7% to 499 

104.5% ± 20.7% for poliovirus (see ESI; exp. 29-30, Table S6).  500 

 501 

The effect of permeate flux on the virus recovery by VIRADEL was also evaluated and, 502 

as with CFUF, results varied.  In VIRADEL, lower flow rate at the filtration stage 503 

increases virus residence time within the filter and decreases permeate drag; 504 

theoretically, this should translate into more effective virus capture.  Sobsey and Glass 505 

reported that poliovirus adsorption to Zeta Plus 50 filter from tap increased significantly 506 

(p = 0.006) from 62% to 86% when the permeate flux decreased 10 times from 15 to 1.5 507 

mL/(min·cm2) 77.  Jin et al. used Al(OH)3-based electropositive granule media packed 508 

into a filter cartridge to concentrate poliovirus from tap water and obtained recoveries of 509 

71% and <50% at flow rates of 300 and 500 mL/min, respectively (filtration fluxes of 510 

~6.0 mL/(min·cm2) and ~9.9 mL/(min·cm2) based on the cartridge diameter reported by 511 
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the authors) 143.  However, two other studies on poliovirus recovery from tap water 512 

showed no significant correlation between virus adsorption and permeate flux 62, 68.  513 

 514 

Operating the concentration unit at a higher permeate flux would hasten the process; 515 

however, the larger permeate flux may decrease virus retention by the membrane (due 516 

to increased drag) and elution efficiency (due to virus entrapment on or within the 517 

membrane or the fouling layer).  Moreover, a larger permeate flux typically translates 518 

into more membrane fouling, which can eventually offset the gains in the concentration 519 

rate.  Adjusting hydrodynamics conditions inside the membrane channel can help 520 

optimize the process to achieve faster filtration without affecting virus recovery. To 521 

better understand how recovery depends on the crossflow and permeate fluxes and 522 

understand the reasons behind the often contradictory findings cited above, one needs 523 

to comprehensively assess adsorption kinetics in a filter as a function of hydrodynamic 524 

drag and surface forces.   525 

 526 
3.4 Composition of the water sample 527 

 528 

3.4.1 Effect of water composition on VIRADEL 529 

 530 

Spiking samples with humic or fulvic acids decreased virus recoveries by VIRADEL with 531 

both electropositive and electronegative filters 144, 145.  Complex water matrices were 532 

also shown to give lower virus recoveries by VIRADEL than simpler water types did.  533 

For example, Haramoto et al. achieved higher recoveries of human norovirus from 534 

MilliQ water, tap water, and bottled water than from river and pond water (exp. 29-33, 535 
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Table S1) 67.  Noroviruses were recovered with higher efficiency from bore hole water 536 

than from other water types such as open well, river, food processing, and rain waters 537 

(exp. 68-77; Table S1) 146.  Karim et al. concentrated poliovirus with two electropositive 538 

filters (1MDS and NanoCeram) and observed higher recovery from tap water in 539 

comparison with river samples for both filters 68.  In a study by Dan et al., infectious 540 

recovery and genome recovery of adenovirus were higher from RO water samples 541 

compared with those from sea water and treated sewage (exp. 17-25, Table S3) 75.  542 

Abd-Elmaksoud et al. seeded multiple pathogens into tap water with different added 543 

amounts of soil and found that recoveries of different viruses were significantly different 544 

only in the water matrix with low turbidity 147.  However, opposite trends were also 545 

reported in several studies.  Victoris et al. concentrated norovirus and astrovirus from 546 

multiple water matrices and obtained higher recoveries from mineral and river water 547 

than from tap water (exp. 6-17, Table S1) 55.  Hata et al. showed that virus recoveries 548 

from tap and river were comparable to or even higher than those from Milli-Q water 76.  549 

Similarly, the recovery of murine norovirus from ground water was higher than that from 550 

surface water but the lowest recovery was obtained from ultrapure DI water (exp. 62-65, 551 

Table S1) 148. Notably, in most studies the comparisons were drawn between tests with 552 

different feed waters but not against a certain control such as DI water. 553 

 554 

Not all water constituents decrease virus recovery.  Amending water samples with 555 

certain chemicals has been explored as a means to improve the process.  For example, 556 

norovirus recovery from tap and river water was highest from samples with 5 mM MgCl2 557 

added to the water.  For mineral and sea water, the highest recovery of norovirus was 558 
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obtained from samples amended with 25 mM MgCl2 and 50 mM MgCl2, respectively 559 

(exp. 6-17, Table S1) 55.  The pH of the water sample was shown to have a significant 560 

influence on adenovirus recovery, which increased from <5% at pH 4.5 to 55% ± 19% at 561 

pH 3.5 (exp. 17-25, Table S3) 149.  Further, effects of the water matrix on virus recovery 562 

may vary for different types of filters used. Increasing concentration of salt in feed water 563 

increased virus adsorption on negatively charged nitrocellulose filter, but decreased 564 

adsorption on positively charged 1MDS (control: salt-free sample) 54.  However, virus 565 

adsorption onto another commonly used positively charged filter, NanoCeram, was not 566 

affected by high salt content in the samples 74. 567 

 568 

3.4.2 Effect of water composition on CFUF 569 

 570 

Many studies showed that increasing water complexity can also affect virus recovery by 571 

CFUF. This is to be expected as surface properties, permeability, and selectivity of the 572 

membrane affected by dissolved and suspended components and various salts in the 573 

feed water.  Belfort et al. showed that poliovirus recovery by a polysulfone hollow fiber 574 

membrane decreased from 77% in DI water to 52% in tap water 94. Shi et al. reported 575 

higher pre-elution recoveries of human adenovirus 40 from DI water (~75%) than from 576 

tap (~39%) and lake water (~21%) 121.  Kahler et al. showed that virus recovery 577 

decreased as water turbidity increased up to 26 NTU 119.  In at least one study, 578 

however, water complexity did not affect virus recovery as there was no significant 579 

difference between drinking and surface waters in recovery values for infective MS2 and 580 

PRD1 124; this result, however, may not be directly compared with those studies where 581 
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qPCR was used to quantify viruses as infective recovery should not be expected to 582 

follow same trends as total recovery (see section 4.2 on recommendations for improving 583 

study-to-study comparability).  Addition of 0.1% NaPP as a sample amendment was 584 

associated with significantly higher recovery of MS2 when filters were blocked with fetal 585 

bovine serum (see ESI; exp. 2-5, Table S6; control: no amendment added) 104. 586 

 587 

Ionic strength was found to correlate with the loss of virus infectivity in tap water 140, 141, 588 

although the correlation between sample conductivity and loss of infectivity was not 589 

observed in more complex water matrices 126.  This can be attributed to masking of the 590 

ions’ effect by the complex chemistry of background solution. In addition to crossflow-591 

induced shear stress, virus morphology and presence of hydrophobic surfaces in the 592 

concentration unit have also been suggested as factors contributing to the loss of viral 593 

infectivity 139, 140.  Another factor that might influence infectivity assays, and thus 594 

recovery of infective viruses by crossflow filtration is the presence of natural organic 595 

matter or cations which have been shown to affect virus aggregation 150. 596 

 597 

Effects of the water matrix on virus recovery also depend on the virus type. This is not 598 

unexpected as different viruses should interact with dissolved species in the water 599 

differently. Rhodes et al. examined multiple virus recoveries with hollow fiber 600 

ultrafiltration from river and tap water and found that recoveries for adenovirus (exp. 4 601 

and 5, Table S4), poliovirus and bacteriophage ΦX174 were higher from tap water than 602 

those from river water while opposite trends were observed for enterovirus 70, 603 

echovirus 7 and coxsackievirus B4 120.  Even for the same type of water, variations in 604 
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membrane operation conditions and in water composition can greatly affect virus 605 

recovery 125, 126.  T1 phage recovery from surface water from 6 different locations varied 606 

from 34% to 75% 125, and PP7 recoveries from storm water from 21 different locations 607 

varied from 10% to 98 % (when assessed by qPCR), and from 25% to 90% (when 608 

assessed by cell culture infectivity assays) 126.  Water samples from the same site, but 609 

collected in different seasons, virus recoveries using the same ultrafiltration membrane 610 

may vary due to differences in the ionic makeup and TOC content (exp. 6-11, exp. 13-611 

14, Table S4) 121.  Again, unless specified otherwise, recoveries were compared 612 

between tests with waters of different compositions but not against a common control. 613 

Since standard deviations of recoveries were not provided in some of the cited studies it 614 

is unclear if the variations were due to differences in the water composition or to an 615 

inherent irreproducibility of the combination of the recovery and detection methods (see 616 

section 4.2).  When determining virus recovery from drinking water from 8 different 617 

locations, Hill et al. 105 did perform replicate measurements and found no statistically 618 

significant correlations between the 7 parameters tested (pH, turbidity, alkalinity, 619 

conductivity, iron concentration, TOC, and DOC) and recoveries of MS2 or ΦX174 620 

phages. A likely reason for the absence of correlations is that the parameters tested (𝑥𝑖) 621 

are either not independent variables or do not form the complete variable set or both so 622 

that the recovery, 𝑟, cannot be described as  𝑟 = ∑ 𝑥𝑖7
𝑖=1 . 623 

 624 

Common to all studies summarized in the section is the dependence of virus recovery 625 

on the complexity of water matrix. Because of the lack of controls that can make inter-626 

study comparisons possible, more specific generalizable conclusions cannot be drawn.   627 
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Yet the very variability of the data points to a general hypothesis that the recovery is 628 

governed by interactions between water components and depend on the virus and 629 

membrane properties only inasmuch as their interactions with the water constituencies 630 

is concerned. Indeed, dissolved and suspended species in the feed water can alter the 631 

surface properties of both the membrane and the virus 151.  In addition, these various 632 

constituents in the sample can be concentrated simultaneously with viruses and can 633 

affect the downstream detection method 152, especially for samples with high total 634 

organic carbon (TOC) content. 635 

 636 

3.5 Eluent composition and elution protocol 637 

 638 

3.5.1 Elution in VIRADEL 639 

 640 

Elution is an essential step in virus concentration by VIRADEL.  Low virus recovery 641 

reported in multiple VIRADEL studies stemmed from low elution efficacy 79, 83, 84.  For 642 

electropositive filters, a commonly used eluent is beef extract solution (1.5%-3%) in the 643 

pH range from 7.5 to 9.5 61, 62, 67, 68, 74, 85, 88, 90, 149, sometimes buffered with glycine 62, 68, 644 

74, 85.  It has been suggested that beef extract improves virus elution by disrupting 645 

hydrophobic interactions between the virus and the membrane and facilitates 646 

bioflocculation during the following secondary concentration 70, 149; this interpretation is 647 

consistent with the use of beef extract as a blocking agent (see section 3.2). The 648 

alkaline pH increases the net negative charge of both the filter surface and viruses 649 

thereby enhancing the electrostatic repulsion and promoting virus desorption 77, 87, 153.  650 

Addition of 0.1% NaPP to the beef extract-based eluent helped increase recoveries for 651 
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MS2 (see ESI; exp. 5 and 7, Table S5) 128. Unfortunately, organic components of the 652 

beef extract solution inhibit qPCR analysis 55, 70, 76, 154, 155; yet, beef extract is still 653 

commonly used as an eluent.  Farrah and Bitton determined that 4 M urea buffered with 654 

0.05 M lysine at pH 9 was an efficient eluent for an electropositive filter 156 when 655 

recovering viruses from sludge 157 and treated wastewater 87.  Similar to beef extract, 656 

urea likely interferes with hydrophobic interactions between the virus and the filter while 657 

lysine is used to buffer the solution at a pH at which both the filter and virus have net 658 

negative charges 87.  Another eluent considered was 0.05 M glycine at pH 11.5, but the 659 

corresponding elution efficacy was poor compared with that of 3% beef extract at pH 9.5 660 

for both coliphages 60 and animal viruses 59, 60.  The lower recovery with the 0.05 M 661 

glycine-only eluent could be attributed to virus inactivation at the higher pH 158, 159. 662 

Compared with beef extract-only eluent, solution of NaPP (1.0%) and glycine (0.05 M) 663 

in phosphate buffer (3.8 mM Na2HPO4, 6.5 mM KH2PO4; pH 7.5) was very effective in 664 

recovering MS2 (see ESI; exp. 21-30, Table S5) 84. Although the eluents have been 665 

mostly designed by a trial-end-error method, the common trend appears to be that 666 

eluent components are selected to target specific types of virus-filter interactions. 667 

 668 

For electronegative filters, samples are usually acidified to induce a positive charge on 669 

the virus. Divalent cations are also often added to the sample, instead of or in addition 670 

to lowering its pH.  Alkaline beef extract or glycine solution have been applied to elute 671 

virus adsorbed to electronegative filters as well 60, 79, 149.  These filters remain negatively 672 

charged in such eluent, but the charge sign of adsorbed virions is reversed to negative 673 

allowing for an efficient elution.  In the study by Katayama et al. as well as in several 674 
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more recent studies with electronegative filters, 1 mM NaOH (pH 10.5 to 10.8) was used 675 

as the eluent  55, 67, 70, 74, 76, 160; in these tests, pretreatment was first performed either by 676 

soaking the filters in solution with multivalent cations (Mg2+, Al3+) or by adding those 677 

cations to the water.  Cations can enhance virus adsorption to membranes by acting as 678 

bridges between the virus and the membrane 161.  After filtration, membranes were 679 

rinsed with 0.5 mM H2SO4 prior to elution with 1 mM NaOH. During the acid rinse, 680 

cations were removed while viruses attained a positive charge and directly adsorbed to 681 

electronegative filter.  During the elution the virus charge reverses back to negative and 682 

the viruses detach from the electronegative filter 70.  However, including the acid rinse 683 

step may inactivated viruses 88 (also see section 2.2). 684 

 685 

The optimal choice of the eluent appears to be filter-specific even for membranes of like 686 

charges (e. g. NanoCeram and 1MDS, which are both electropositive).  Lee et al. 687 

evaluated several elution buffers (1.5% beef extract, 0.05 M glycine, both with and 688 

without 0.01% Tween 80) to determine the recoveries of human norovirus (exp. 45-48; 689 

Table S1) 162.  Without 0.01% Tween 80, the recoveries were higher with 1MDS than 690 

with NanoCeram.  At the same time, when 0.01% Tween 80 was added to the eluent, 691 

the recoveries from NanoCeram were significantly higher than those from 1MDS 692 

 693 

In addition to the eluent type, the elution protocol itself may influence VIRADEL 694 

recovery.  The standard elution procedure involves immersing the membrane in the 695 

eluent and then filtering the eluent through the membrane.  The membrane-eluent 696 

contact time varies from study to study and ranges from 10 s to multiple hours (e.g. 697 
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overnight exposure) 55, 61, 62, 68, 85, 87, 90, 149.  Working with bacteriophages in a trickling 698 

filter effluent, Borrego et al. reported that the slow (0.5 mL/min) drop-by-drop elution 699 

yielded slightly higher recovery in comparison to the elution performed at larger 700 

flowrates (~ 1 mL/s)  61. To our knowledge, the work by Borrego et al. is the only one 701 

where the effect of elution flow rate was explored. Further studies are warranted to 702 

better understand the nature of the likely kinetics or mass transfer limitations on 703 

recovery (also see discussion in section 3.5.2). 704 

 705 

Successive elutions, rather than a single elution, were performed in several studies to 706 

maximize recoveries 68, 74, 85.  Karim et al. tested poliovirus recoveries from tap water 707 

with NanoCeram by varying eluent-filter contact time and obtained the highest recovery 708 

(~77%) using a two-step elution with 1 min and 15 min immersion times during the first 709 

and the second elution, respectively 68.  Gibbons et al. achieved significantly higher 710 

recovery of norovirus (~99%) by recirculating the eluent than by passing it only once 711 

through the membrane (only 0.1% ) (exp. 38 and 39, Table S1) 83.  Yet, in the same 712 

study, eluent recirculation had no statistically significant effect on adenovirus recovery 713 

(exp. 8-11, Table S3) 83.  Sun et al. tested three elution methods when concentrating 714 

adenovirus from seawater: (1) direct filtration of 1 mM NaOH; (2) shaking membrane in 715 

1 mM NaOH on a vortex mixer and (3) magnetically stirring a 1 mM NaOH solution with 716 

suspended membrane coupons; stirring yielded the highest recovery of ~80% (exp. 40-717 

42, Table S3) 160. We recommend a systematic evaluation of virus desorption behavior, 718 

including both kinetics and equilibrium (isotherms) tests, to understand how the 719 
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desorption (elution) protocol can be optimized. We suggest testing common eluents first 720 

to take advantage of the wealth of ad-hoc data already available in the literature. 721 

 722 

3.5.2 Elution in CFUF 723 

 724 

During CFUF, viruses are concentrated and recovered in the retentate stream.  Size 725 

exclusion and electrostatic repulsion are main mechanisms of virus rejection while 726 

hydrophilicity of the membrane surface helps minimize virus adhesion to the membrane 727 

surface. However, significant virus deposition on the membrane was observed in many 728 

studies prompting the use of elution 95, 103, 106, 116 either as backflush 104, 106, 163 or as 729 

crossflow rinse in the absence of a transmembrane pressure 103, 105, 106, 116-118, 120-122. Pei 730 

et al. recovered 31 ± 8 % of MS2 from 10 L tap water using CFUF followed by elution 731 

with pure water 122.  Other researchers eluted ultrafilters with eluents commonly used in 732 

VIRADEL.  Sylvain et al. eluted MS2 (73% to 84%) and ΦX174 (62% to 80%) using 1% 733 

beef extract buffered with 0.4% glycine at pH 9.5 117.  Morales-Morales et al. eluted 734 

bacteriophages T1 and PP7 using  0.05 M glycine in the retentate 103.  Albinana-735 

Gimenez et al. used 1 mM NaOH as the elutent and reported low recoveries for 736 

adenovirus (3% to 6%) and norovirus (<1%) 66.   A small amount (typically 0.01%) of 737 

NaPP coupled with 0.01% Tween 80 has been used to elute bacteriophages (MS2 105, 738 

106, ΦX174 105, 120 and P22 116) and human viruses (poliovirus 120, coxsackievirus 120, 739 

adenovirus 120, echovirus 106, 120 and enterovirus 120) from ultrafilters. It was suggested 740 

that NaPP likely increases the electrostatic repulsion between viruses and the 741 

membrane 104. In contrast, Tween 80 as a non-ionic surfactant can disrupt hydrophobic 742 
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attraction between virus and membrane 84, 104.  In our previous study on human 743 

adenovirus 40 recovery by CFUF, we showed that virus elution using aqueous solution 744 

of 0.01% NaPP and 0.01% Tween 80 as the eluent produced nearly 100% recoveries 745 

from both DI water and tap water 121.  However, the same eluent only gave <65% post-746 

elution recovery of the virus from a surface water.  Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid 747 

(EDTA) in the eluent gave a significantly higher post-elution recovery (84.3% ± 4.5%) of 748 

adenovirus from high TOC water (exp. 12 and 15, Table S4) 121.  It was hypothesized 749 

that EDTA improved elution by eliminating cation bridging 161 between viruses and 750 

natural organic matter in water or deposited on the membrane. As with other 751 

parameters, the mostly heuristic search for an optimal eluent and elution protocol 752 

yielded large amount of data that is often contradictory and difficult to generalize. To 753 

design the elution process deliberately one should consider specific interactions that 754 

resist virus desorption and aim at disrupting them by chemical or hydrodynamic means. 755 

Including appropriate controls (e.g. eluents without one of a constituents) will be needed. 756 

Unfortunately, most referenced studies compared recoveries obtained with different 757 

eluents in a pair-wise fashion without manipulating the composition of one eluent or 758 

adjusting the elution procedure to obtain baselines. 759 

   760 

3.6 Initial virus content in the water sample 761 

 762 

When evaluating a concentration method with respect to a particular water type, viruses 763 

are normally spiked into water to give an a priori known virus load in the sample.  This is 764 

done to factor out the initial concentration of the virus, known to affect removal values 765 
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164.  Indeed, in most VIRADEL studies virus recovery from samples with higher virus 766 

content was found to be higher. Li et al. demonstrated this for both electropositive 767 

(NanoCeram) and electronegative (Millipore) microfilters when recovering infectious 768 

adenovirus 5 seeded at 102 PFU/L and 103 PFU/L levels in sea water, RO-treated sea 769 

water, and treated sewage (exp. 17-23; Table S3) 75.  Polaczyk et al. also found that 770 

mean recovery of MS2 decreased from 92% to 44% when reducing the feed 771 

concentration from 106 PFU/L to 103 PFU/L (see ESI; exp. 6-8, Table S5); at the same 772 

time, the decrease in ΦX174 recovery observed in this study was not statistically 773 

significant 128.  At least two studies, however, showed an opposite trend. A lower 774 

influent MS2 seed titer (104 versus 108 PFU) resulted in a higher recovery when using 775 

the optimal eluent (1.0% NaPP, phosphate buffer (3.8 mM Na2HPO4, 6.5 mM KH2PO4; 776 

pH 7.5)), 0.05 M Gly, pH 9.3) (see ESI; exp. 20 and 21, Table S5) 84.  Working with 777 

murine norovirus, Cashdollar et al. found the lower titer in the feed to give a higher 778 

recovery (exp. 64 and 65; Table S1) 148.  The effect of the feed concentration on virus 779 

recovery was also evaluated in CFUF. Liu et al showed higher recoveries of MS2 and 780 

ΦX174 for higher seeding levels in 100 L reclaimed water samples 118.  However, in 781 

another study on the concentration of multiple virus types tap water (also 100 L 782 

samples), Polaczyk et al. did not observe a statistically significant effect of the seeding 783 

level on recovery 106. 784 

 785 
4. Research needs and recommendations for future work 786 

 787 
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Two overarching conclusions can be drawn based on the already very large and 788 

growing number of studies on concentrating virus-containing water samples. First, 789 

physicochemical interactions between the virus and the filter govern virus recovery. 790 

Indeed, the primary concentration methods are designed to harness these interactions 791 

to achieve higher and more reproducible recoveries. Second, the effects of various 792 

parameters of the concentration process are complex and, in many cases, appear to be 793 

interrelated.  Understanding virus-filter interactions and the effects - individual and 794 

combined - of various parameters is important for the design of an effective membrane-795 

based concentration process. In this section we identify knowledge gaps and offer 796 

several recommendations for future research. 797 

 798 

4.1 Method development: Standard procedures  799 

 800 

Interlaboratory and interstudy comparisons of virus recovery data are challenging.  The 801 

difficulties in comparing results with different water matrices and target viruses are 802 

further confounded by a large variability in the methods of concentration and in 803 

operational parameters of each method.  Filters, blocking agents and procedures, flow 804 

rates, concentration ratios, eluents, and other process parameters vary broadly from 805 

one laboratory to another and often between different studies within one lab.  The 806 

variability reflects the largely heuristic nature of the work.  Consequently, despite the 807 

large number of published studies it is difficult to generalize findings, identify trends and 808 

establish guidelines.  In their recent review, Cashdollar and Wymer chose to limit their 809 
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statistical analysis to mean recoveries because “the majority of the studies were 810 

concerned only with performance of a single filter type and do not afford direct 811 

comparison of tap water versus environmental samples, electropositive versus 812 

electronegative filters, nor sample volume” 15. 813 

 814 

Establishing a standard protocol for evaluating concentration methods would make 815 

comparisons easier, save effort and resources.  For example, a panel of virus 816 

surrogates (e. g. bacteriophages) can be selected to comprehensively cover the range 817 

of virus properties (size, charge, morphology) to generate better datasets for regulated 818 

and emerging human viruses.  Similarly, standard aqueous solutions can be designed 819 

to represent important water types such as tap water, groundwater, surface water, sea 820 

water and treated wastewater effluent.  The variability in the water composition – both 821 

temporal and between water types and sources – would remain an uncertainty but 822 

experimenting with standards can provide guidelines and help with selecting optimal 823 

concentration procedures. 824 

 825 

4.2 Data reporting and analysis 826 

 827 

A more unified approach to the data reporting is also recommended.  Many publications 828 

on virus concentration by CFUF only include total recovery and leave out the virus loss 829 

to the filter at the preelution stage.  Similarly, few publications on VIRADEL indicate the 830 

amount of viruses not retained by the filter at the filtration stage.  To better understand 831 
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the fate of viruses throughout the sample concentration process and identify reasons for 832 

virus loss, it is recommended that both preelution recovery (or virus retention in 833 

VIRADEL) and post-elution recovery are measured and reported.  The same 834 

recommendation was also made by Cashdollar and Wymer 15. Given the large sample-835 

to-sample variability in recovery values measured for most environmental samples, the 836 

data should be accompanied by a statistical analysis to give an estimate of the 837 

reproducibility of the measurements and, preferably, provide sufficient basis for risk 838 

assessment  165.  For human enteric viruses, we recommend that whenever possible 839 

culture assays are performed to report infectious virus recovery in addition to the total 840 

viral particle count.  While molecular assays are fast and relatively accurate, their 841 

results account for non-infectious microorganisms that do not reflect the pathogenicity of 842 

microorganisms detected. Culture-based assays, although slow and prone to 843 

experimental error, would help ascertain the extent to which a concentration method 844 

inactivates target viruses. Culture-based assays are performed routinely in studies with 845 

bacteriophages; when working with human viruses, however, many researchers have 846 

only used qPCR for quantifying concentrations and recoveries. 847 

 848 

4.3 Multi-method testing and controls 849 

 850 

Virus concentration is a complicated process that could be affected by many 851 

parameters.  In some studies rigorous controls were employed. For example, virus 852 

concentration with unmodified membrane was used as a control when effect of 853 

membrane coating was evaluated 95, 107, 118. To test the effects of humic acid and fulvic 854 
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acid on recovery, experiments performed without these macromolecules could be 855 

considered as appropriate controls 144, 145. In most of the studies, however, the 856 

comparison of recoveries was performed on a test-to-test basis with one or more 857 

variable differing between the tests; the differences have often being in a complex 858 

aggregate variable (e.g. composition of a multicomponent eluent solution, feed water 859 

type 67, 68, 75, 120) and not between samples and a control.   A number of studies with 860 

multiple parameters were structured to optimize parameters sequentially.  For example, 861 

the elution protocol 68 and hydrodynamic conditions 116 were optimized in tests on 862 

recovery from DI water and then were employed when concentrating pathogens from 863 

more complex matrices such as tap water 68 and MBR effluent 116. While serving a 864 

purpose, this approach is not designed to gain mechanistic, generalizable insights that 865 

might be possible in the presence of rigorous controls. 866 

 867 

From the point of view of establishing appropriate controls, the dependence of virus 868 

recovery on the virus load in the source water is of special concern because the virus 869 

load is the endpoint of the detection process and generally not known until after the 870 

samples are concentrated and analyzed.  The dependence complicates the 871 

interpretation of results and calls for additional procedures that can help converge on an 872 

accurate estimate of the virus content in the sample.  Additional tests may involve single 873 

or multiple dilutions of the source water sample, preparatory tests with a specific water 874 

type seeded with a virus at different concentrations, or application of an alternative 875 

concentration method to help verify and validate the initial estimate.  Recovery control 876 

tests should be performed to confirm the efficiency of the concentration method and to 877 
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verify if the sample inhibits downstream detection. A discussion of recovery control 878 

options can be found in the review by Gibson and Borchardt 58.  When additional 879 

experiments are not practical, an “educated guess” might be possible and warranted.  880 

Once the analysis is performed and an estimate of the virus load in the initial sample is 881 

available, one can consider how vulnerable the concentration method is with respect to 882 

the virus loss and make a qualitative allowance for the lower recovery.  Typically, 883 

although not always 84, 106, 148, virus losses are higher for samples with a lower virus load 884 

(see section 3.6). 885 

 886 

4.4 Virus interactions with components of a concentrated water sample 887 

 888 

Dissolved and suspended constituents of the sample water matrix have been reported 889 

to affect virus recovery by both VIRADEL 67, 68, 75, 144, 145, 147 and CFUF 94, 116, 119-121.  890 

During CFUF, the target virus is concentrated along with other components of the feed 891 

magnifying their effect on virus recovery.  To assess potential virus losses during 892 

filtration, virus adsorption and aggregation behavior in such concentrated solutions 893 

needs to be understood. 894 

 895 

Virus loss to the fouling layer in CFUF should be mitigated at higher crossflow-to-896 

permeate flow ratios 116.  Because lower permeate fluxes mean longer concentration 897 

times, an increase in the crossflow rate is the preferred option.  While it helps to 898 

decrease membrane fouling and virus adhesion, the larger crossflow shear rate may 899 
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also affect virus infectivity. How susceptible various types of viruses are to the shear 900 

stress (see section 3.3) is a question that should be explored.   901 

 902 

The issue of membrane fouling is important for both CFUF and VIRADEL because of 903 

their reliance on membrane-virus interactions (attractive in VIRADEL and repulsive in 904 

CFUF).  For complex water matrices and with the exception of the very early stages of 905 

filtration, the filter surface is coated by foulants making the original surface properties of 906 

the filter irrelevant in terms of further virus capture and permeate flux decline.  It is the 907 

properties of the components of water matrix and of the fouling layer they form on the 908 

filter surface that largely determine virus recovery.  To optimize virus concentration by 909 

VIRADEL and CFUF, one needs to consider virus interaction not only with the 910 

membrane surface, but also with the potential foulants. Because viruses adsorbed early 911 

in the filtration process are the most difficult to elute, there is still a benefit in designing 912 

the surface of the pristine filter to adsorb viruses reversibly. 913 

 914 

4.5 Elution and sacrificial coatings as strategies for highly fouling water matrices 915 

 916 

Elution is an essential step in VIRADEL.  It is also typically performed in CFUF as 917 

preelution recoveries are often unacceptably low.  Elution aims to disrupt favorable 918 

virus-membrane and virus-foulant interactions to release the virus to the bulk solution 919 

(permeate in VIRADEL and retentate in CFUF).  Components of the eluent should not 920 

inactivate virus or interfere with the further analysis by qPCR and cell culture infectivity 921 
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assay.  For example, given that beef extract inhibits qPCR (see section 3.5), one should 922 

explore other eluents as alternatives to the beef extract solution.  The choice of the 923 

eluent depends on the context.  In the case of a specific virus in a high purity aqueous 924 

solution, the eluent composition can be tailored to the virus-filter combination at hand.  925 

Detecting a specific viral threat in drinking water (e. g. a virus surrogate used to test 926 

integrity of a water treatment system) is an example of the corresponding application.  927 

In contrast, screening for multiple unknown viruses in a complex water matrix calls for a 928 

non-specific eluent capable of disrupting fouling layers and releasing viruses from 929 

organics-rich aggregates.  Filter backflush with an eluent or a sacrificial membrane 930 

coating that can be disassembled to remove the fouling layer with adsorbed or 931 

embedded viruses can possibly be used to maximize post-elution and total recoveries. 932 
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